The Latest Technology in Anti-Aging and Detoxification Hollywood is talking about.

By Adrienne Papp

Most of us have heard about the possible cancer-causing properties of plastic water bottles. As the sun heats up the plastic, it releases toxins into the pure, natural water that otherwise would be healthy for you. Our body also retains water, which shows up as extra pounds, but for the purpose of hydrating the cells and removing toxicity that is stored mainly in fat cells. However, regular water molecules do not have an easy time penetrating the cells to detoxify them, which partially explains why so many of us have a hard time losing weight, or get rid of excess water retention. How do we overcome this ongoing dilemma in a natural way without taking weight loss products that might have unhealthy side effects?

The simple answer came from Trish Fetter and Joel Davis of Living Wellness Center, who offer cutting edge new technologies for improved health through the benefits of detoxification, pain relief, anti-aging, optimum hydration, stress relief, weight loss and homeostasis.

Jade stones have been used in Eastern cultures and in New Zealand for thousands of years for their inherent healing benefits. The Infrared Jade Sauna, using precious Jade, is the perfect non-surgical solution to remove unwanted fat, cellulite and loose, aging skin. This new, holistic approach to wellness also helps with pain relief and calorie burning, besides detoxification and excess water loss. Adding to it Ionized Alkaline Water will result in a Red Carpet ready, renewed and revitalized body in just a few days.

I am privileged to be invited to the Oscars every year, but our fast-paced society creates a problem that everyone has to deal with: stress. Stress makes us put on weight and fitting into that new ball gown, or tuxedo poses a challenge. Not anymore! At the Living Wellness Center, people can slim down, detox and rejuvenate in a few hours, transforming their body completely. Most of us however chose to own the Infrared Jade Sauna, due to its size, mobility, and a plug-in-and-go solution, and have the convenience of rejuvenation at home. It's affordable, and most consider it a household item that is just as important as anything else to your health.

With these two new technologically advanced devices you have a comprehensive health maintenance system. “Our Infrared Jade Sauna is unique,” says Joel. “As opposed to other solutions, it uses the far, mid and near wavelengths, so you’re getting detoxed at the cellular level. In conjunction with the healing effects of Jade Stones, the modality is so strong that you not only get detoxed, but your circulation is improved, and pain and other ailments are effectively reduced. It’s completely rejuvenating.”

Trish and Joel became partners in the Living Wellness Center after she was given a card for a wellness center in Virginia where Joel worked. She knew she had some health issues, and decided to pay a visit to the wellness center, where she found that, after a series of comprehensive tests, 29 out of 120 of her biomarkers were out of range, indicating some serious health issues. Joel had become aware of the health benefits of a process that produced a healthier form of water, and suggested she use the water produced by the Ionized Alkaline Water System. Trish began using the water and she felt the beneficial effects immediately. Stories like this end up on radio shows and TV stations because helping those who are not aware of how they can help possible health deteriorations are hungry for information on natural ways of improving their well-being.
In fact, the company is so successful that they ended up with two of their ultra-amazing products in this year’s famous and always talked about Oscar Gift Lounges along with a feature story in the Beverly Hills Times Magazine. www.LivingWellnessCenter.net (www.LatestHealthyLiving.com)

“I had been introduced to the water ionizer by a business associate, and I lost 23 pounds in one month by going on the water and eliminating sodas,” Joel says. “In two weeks I had also reduced my arthritis symptoms, my allergies disappeared and my blood pressure had gone way down. The results were so impressive that it made me curious about how this worked, and I knew that this would be something that could be beneficial on a number of levels.”

Once introduced to the Ionized Alkaline Water System, Trish could feel dramatic improvement in her health almost immediately. “It wasn’t like these treatments where you have to wait for weeks for results; I felt the positive effects right away,” Trish says. She purchased the machine, and over the next 30 days all of her health problems, including fibromyalgia, disappeared completely. “At this time I also started using the Infrared Jade Sauna,” Trish says. “I thought if the water machine had so many benefits then it might enhance when combined with the sauna. When I used both of these treatments I experienced dramatic results. I felt so good and was so relaxed after that first treatment that I wondered how I was going to drive home. These machines do wonders for your circulation and are particularly effective with serious conditions, even breast cancer.”

After experiencing so many healthful benefits for themselves, Trish and Joel decided that this would be something they wanted to share with as many people as possible and opened up their own Living Wellness Center featuring the Ionized Alkaline Water System and Infrared Jade Sauna, among other products. Now these devices are available to help people live healthy, disease-free lives through this convenient and very affordable anti-aging technology www.livingwellnesscenter.net.

“When these treatments are combined, the results are dramatic and instantaneous,” explains Joel. “These devices do wonders for your health, even with serious conditions like diabetes, autism, ADHD and cancer, which can’t survive in an alkaline state.” Trish and Joel are now offering these products to create a healthier world.

Most of us are constantly lowering our pH with a diet that raises the body’s acidity to unhealthy levels. “By maintaining the body in an alkaline state, you create a condition where cancer just can’t survive,” Joel says. “Things like diabetes and acid reflux become non-issues once you reach a state of homeostasis.”

I personally love the Alkaline Water machine that is really a household item. No more water delivery hassle, plastic waste, or just waiting for the delivery company to show on time. The amount of money we all spend on plastic bottled water is more in a year than any of Trish’s and Joel’s fabulous alkaline water items that one can order with a click of a button on www.LivingWellnessCenter.net.
Plastic Waste and Water Delivery that can be replaced with a much healthier, less expensive and more convenient Alkaline Water Machine

And now, after using most of these products myself, they have many more products of the latest technologies that are all in great demand; a whole new me: slim, fit and happy emerged. Attending those high profile and unique gala events are not making me shy anymore. I am free to enjoy a healthier and a much happier me that even the camera can see!
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